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ABSTRACT 
  

This report is a result of master thesis in network forensics at Halmstad University during 

spring term 2018.  

The focal point of the thesis was to analyse, categorize the websites into few categories i.e., 

drugs, explicit content and others based on text mining.  

In today’s world, there is huge amount of data available on the world wide web. With the 

increase of the internet users, there is also an increase in websites dramatically. The data 

consists of different content related to education or illegal activities. Website categorization is 

used to categorize websites from unorganized data and the main purpose of website 

categorization, it is used to place an extensive number of websites into appropriate categories 

and/or manage security personnel to manage the user activity. Why using text? There is a hitch 

while categorizing websites using the image(s). There are many images that might fall into 

various categories, for example, an image of white powder. It might be baby powder or cocaine 

or something else. The idea of website categorization using text mining is to avoid such a 

problem. Through this paper, we generate a method to better categorize these websites. 

 

Keywords: Drugs, explicit content, machine learning, website categorization, text mining. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the year 1991, world wide web (www) came into existence. With the advent of internet, 

there is a tremendous increase in the number of users for the past few years. The below figure 

gives us the information about the total number of internet users from the year 2005-17. There 

is an increase in the users from 1 billion to 3.5 billion. 

 

 
                          Figure 1: Number of internet users worldwide from 2005 to 2017 [Adapted from [2]] 

 

The figures represented below depicts percentage of people bought drugs on the darknet and 

the types of drugs bought on the darknet respectively. 

 

 

 
                                 Figure 2: Percentage of population bought drugs on darknet [Adapted from [8]] 
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                                      Figure 3: Types of drugs sold on darknet [Adapted from [8]] 

 

Governments of different countries censored drug-related content and majority of the explicit 

content in both traditional media and online media. Cybercriminals are always a step ahead, 

traditional methods (Traditional Text Analysis i.e., by hand) of categorizing the websites is not 

holding up to the task. Traditional text analysis is a technique where we place individual data 

pieces into categories.  

 

The inability of these traditional methods to categorize websites led to a new type of 

classification based solely on drugs and explicit content.  

 

Automated text categorization is a task of tabulating the text present in a webpage or a 

document into multiple categories from a predefined set[7]. It is highly dependent on 

Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML). Text categorization is achieved by 

using either knowledge kneeling or Machine Learning (ML)[7]. 

 

The term information retrieval (IR) was first attributed to Calvin Mooers in about 1950. 

Information retrieval (IR) is defined as searching of information within text documents, 

multimedia files and world wide web (www)[6].  

 

Knowledge kneeling is a technique where people manually built the rules and categories with 

predefined words that belong to a category or so.   

 

Machine learning is a branch within computer science that gives computers the ability to learn 

without being explicitly programmed. Types of machine learning are supervised, unsupervised 

and semi-supervised learning. For a function f: X→Y, Supervised learning uses labelled data 

pairs (x, y). Unsupervised learning is used for a function that doesn’t have any labels and for 

semi-supervised learning, only some data parts are labelled. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

Applications of text categorization (also known as text classification) include webpage 

categorization, spam filtering and so on. There are numerous studies where website 

categorization has been investigated. Most of these studies either use text classification or 
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image alone classification. The problem with these kinds of categorization is that there is severe 

lack of performance, a webpage may contain data in multiple contexts. Then what to do in this 

situation? 

 

The crawler-based search engines have considerably large data indexed in their databases as 

compared to the subject directories. The subject directories are manually edited by editors. 

Subject directories are popular due to the proper classification of data in several categories. 

Manual classification is expensive to scale and is highly labour intensive. Directory Mozilla 

(DMOZ) [1] i.e., dmoz.com has 93,431 editors for one million categories and has indexed 4.98 

million websites, which is only 2.5% of the total active websites available on the Internet today. 

Therefore, there is a need to automate the process of creating and maintaining subject 

directories.  

 

The challenge of large-scale, accurate and automated categorization has motivated exploration 

of computerized approaches where machine learning is a natural avenue given a framework for 

a computer algorithm to learn from a set of data while continuously optimizing the 

categorization operation to reduce error, time and cost [3]. 

 

1.2 Research Question 

 

How well does a classifier categorizes drugs and explicit websites using text categorization? 

 

Through this paper, we address the problem by creating a classifier which utilises multiple 

algorithms to categorizes websites with more performance and accuracy.  

 

1.3 Approach Chosen to Solve the Problem 

 

We view following approaches will result in the betterment of text classification methods and 

distinguish drug and explicit content from the rest: 

 

Train a classifier, that accepts a CSV file containing drugs, explicit content and others as labels. 

  

1.4 Limitations 

 

One of the first problems we intend to address through this paper is limitation of the result. It 

is due to lack of bigger data set. The entire names and types of drugs couldn’t be listed. 

 

The focus of this paper is limited to the open internet or open web. Several hidden Internet 

services that lead to the untouched web or the deep net have been omitted during the 

classification.    

 

1.5 Ethical Considerations 

The foremost Ethical problem caused by automatic categorization of websites is one can use 

our classifier to find drug and explicit content websites and can misuse it. For example, 

Consider a website related to drugs or alcohol which comes under the category drug, By 

changing the keywords of the website it can be categorized as others but not Drugs. 
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Other problem is if any person desires to categorize websites that fall under different category, 

then they can achieve the same by tweaking the classifier which will lead to a wrong 

classification. 

 

1.6 Dmoztools domain 

DMOZ is Founded in 1998, DMOZ and its 91,000 volunteer editors sought to be an alternative 

to algorithmic search engines. It was a multilingual open content directory of World Wide Web 

links. 

It was a repository of links to more than 3 million websites that were vetted by editors and 

organized into highly specific categories and subcategories. Some existing DMOZ editors put 

up a copy at dmoztools.net on 17th March 2017. It is a non-editable mirror of DMOZ. A 

scraped version of DMOZ is available at http://dmoz-odp.org/. A successor version of the 

directory would, at Curlie.org. The data available on dmoztools is available in 90 languages 

including English. DMOZ data is made available through an RDF-like dump that is published 

on a download server, older versions are also archived there.   

The data used in this project is taken from a downloadable version of all the categories present 

in (.txt) format. It comprises of more than 1 million categories and 3 million plus websites. 

 

 

1.7 ARCHITECTURE 

Introduction chapter gives us a brief about background, research question, approach chosen to 

encounter the question and limitations respectively. Background chapter introduces to different 

types of machine learning and natural language processing and its related work. 

Methods chapter briefly discusses about multiple methods used in this study and Results 

chapter presents the results of all the experiments performed during this study. Conclusion and 

future work chapter culminates the results of the experiments conducted and proposes the 

future work. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

What is Website Categorization? 

The Internet is the first thing that humanity has built that humanity doesn’t understand, the 

largest experiment in anarchy that we have ever had. 

                                                                                                            -Eric Schmidt, Google [4] 

Initially let’s discuss about the content present in the web. The content might be structured 

data, semi-structure data and unstructured data. Further, the data might be text, audio or video 

content [6]. Due to the vast amount of information present in the www, retrieving topic-based 

information is a complex task.to overcome the hitch, search engines like google, bing and 

directory services like Dmoz came into use. 

Text Classification is the task of classifying a document under a predefined category. In the 

earlier days the work which was done manually, now is done by computers. It helps in getting 

work done more efficiently and places data chunks into categories [5]. 

This section briefly reviews why text-based categorization is chosen over image-based 

categorization and related work done on the text categorization (also known as text 

classification) in websites. 

The major problem with the image-based categorization are the images itself. There are many 

images that fall into multiple categories. For example, the below picture of a crack cocaine can 

be mistaken for baby powder or parsley could be mistaken for cannabis. 

 

              Figure 4: Cocaine [Adapted from [22]] 

To avoid such a complex problem, text-based categorization has opted. 

Categorization can be done on any data set and in this section, we discuss applications of text 

categorization (also known as text classification). It is essentially used when a huge amount of 

textual data must put into the categories. Applications include categorization of books in the 

library, categorization of websites, segmentation of documents and so on. Adding Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), this process becomes automated. 

In the earlier days categorization (also known as classification) is done manually which is labor 

intense and time absorbing. Later, categorization is carried out either in semi-automatic method 

or in automatic method. Multiple algorithms like SVM, Navie Bayes, Neural networks etc., are 

used to achieve the text categorization. There are multiple studies on the text categorization. 
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The problem with those is they use text stemming [20][21]. Text stemming is omitted in our 

study to increase performance measure. 

A study conducted by Youngjoong Ko and Jungyun Seo [24] describes a system automated 

text categorization based on unsupervised learning with navie Bayes classifier as the statistical 

classifier. In their proposed system, initially information present in the document are divided 

into sentences and words from those sentences are extracted only by using nouns. 

Since their system uses unsupervised learning, training sets for each category and keywords 

for each category are manually given as inputs by hand. There are only 3 keywords, 1 document 

per category and vocabulary is limited to 2000 words. 

Another study which was conducted by David D. Lewis and Marc Ringuette [25] derived 

results by using Bayesian classifier (PropBayes) and decision tree learning algorithm (DT-

min10) on two different data sets where each data set consists of 22791 and 8876 binary 

features respectively. The conclusions drawn from their study says that bayesian performs well 

on the dataset with minimum number of binary features and decision tree performs well on the 

dataset with more number of binary features.   

Khalid Mahmood, Hironao Takahashi, Asif Raza, Asma Qaiser and Aadil Farooqui proposed 

a study that categorizes websites automatically based on the URL [26]. Number of categories 

considered were 120 and 50000 URLs were chosen as test data set. 

Authors proposed framework is as follows. URLs chosen were all alive and they were crawled. 

Later, bits of information like page title, headings, keywords and contents of the page(s) were 

extracted. On the extracted contents, Natural Language processing (NLP) is implemented. 

Authors framework works only if content of the text is meaningful and text must be in English 

language. 

We toiled to categorize websites using text mining solely based on drugs and explicit content. 

 

2.1 Darknet and Deepnet Sites 

 

Hackers and other nefarious types tend to hide their forums and marketplaces in one of two 

ways. 

The first relies on the widely used Tor software to anonymize traffic as it passes around the 

Internet and prevent it being tracked. This is known as the “dark net.” 

 

Another option is to use websites hosted on the open portion of the Web but not indexed by 

search engines. This is the “deep net,” and can be equally hard to navigate. 

 

What vendors and users have a presence in multiple darknet/deepnet markets/ forums? 

 

2.2 Marketplace 

 

Users advertise and sell their wares on marketplaces. DarkDark net marketplaces provide a 

new avenue to gather information about the cyber threat landscape. The marketplace sell goods 

and services relating to malicious hacking, drugs, pornography, weapons and software services.  

Vendors often advertise their products on forums to attract attention towards their goods and 

services. 
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2.3 Forums 

 

Forums are user-oriented platforms that have the sole purpose of enabling communication.It 

provides the opportunity for the emergence of a community of like-minded individuals - 

regardless of their geophysical location.  

Administrators set up Darknet forums with communication safety for their members in mind.  

While structure and organization of Darknet-hosted forums might be very similar to more 

familiar web-forums, the topics and concerns of the users vary distinctly.  

Forums addressing malicious hackers feature discussions on programming, hacking, and cyber-

security. Threads are dedicated to security concerns like privacy and online-safety - topics 

which plug back into and determine the structures and usage of the platforms. 
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3. Data 

 

These steps were implemented to obtain the required Drug and Explicit content classifier: Data 

Collection, Data Pre-processing, Vectorization, Classification respectively. To assess the 

performance of the classifier, multiple experiments were performed. These experiments were 

carried out using different variations of Naive Bayes algorithm.  

   

3.1 Data Collection 

  

For this paper, two data sets were considered. One for training and other for testing.  To collect 

the data, scrapy was chosen as our tool. We scraped through all available categories 

in dmoztools.net. we collected 13 data sets where each data set has around 8000-200000 

rows. From these 13 datasets, we narrowed down to recreational data set which has 59929 

rows and 7 columns.  

  

To reiterate, the data used in the evaluation is a repository of links to more than 3 million 

websites that were vetted by editors and organized into highly specific categories and 

subcategories known as dmoztools.net [1], from which the information was scraped. 

 

The data available on dmoztools.net is available in 90 languages including English. DMOZ 

data is made available through an RDF-like dump that is published on a download server, older 

versions are also archived there. The data used in this project is taken from a downloadable 

version of all the categories present in (.txt) format. It comprises of more than 1 million 

categories and 3 million plus websites. 

As stated in above Chapters, the scope of the evaluation is to only consider web sites that are 

in English and fall under recreation category. As the classifier is based on categorizing Drugs, 

Nudism and Others, we only take the websites that fall into these subcategories of Recreation 

Category. A cursory examination of the data showed that the majority of web links pointed to 

English websites. Thus, the evaluation focuses on English web sites that fall under one of the 

above categories to avoid any artificial grouping of the data that does not depend on the real 

content but on language.  

 

Category Samples 

Drugs 774 

Nudism 774 

Others 470 

Total Number of Samples 2018 

Table 1: Total number of samples in Dataset 1 used for training 
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All the samples have been extracted using the tools described in above Chapters; the 

distribution of these samples over different categories are shown in above table and are used 

for Training the classifier. These samples in the ` have been extracted from Dmoztools.org 

website from the category Recreation. 

 

Dataset1 consists of collection of samples related over different categories that  are shown in 

table 1 and are used for Training the classifier. These samples in the table have been extracted 

from Dmoztools.org website from the category Recreation. 

 

 

Category Samples 

Drugs 100 

Nudism 100 

Others 100 

Total Number of Samples 300 

Table 2: Total number of samples in Dataset 2 used for testing 

 

All the samples have been extracted using the tools described in above Chapters; the 

distribution of these samples over different categories are shown in above table and are used 

for Testing the classifier.  

These samples in dataset2 have been extracted using the tools described in above Chapters; the 

distribution of these samples over different categories are shown in above table 2 and are used 

for Testing the classifier. The samples in the dataset2 have been collected from google search 

related text websites.  

 

   

3.2 Data Pre-processing  

  

3.2.1 Data cleaning  

Scraped data set often contains noisy data, empty spaces. In this paper, removing punctuations, 

stop words, empty spaces and converting the text to lower case was considered as data 

cleaning.   

  

From the scraped data set, data set was trimmed down to description and Scat (sub category) 

columns as shown in the below figure. 
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       Figure 5: Scraped text with their related subcategories 

 

 

 

After performing data cleaning on the trimmed dataset, two new columns were generated 

descleaned and desstop respectively and is shown in the below figure. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Scraped text and the cleaned text using text pre-processing  

 

 

To train a classifier using the text we need two parameters one the labels that denote the 

category and two the text that represents these categories. After performing the above step two 

columns namely Description and descleaned respectively are removed. The columns SCat and 

desstop are the new parameters to train the classifier.  

 

As the column SCat consists of all the subcategories related to the respected text or description. 

The classifier needs a single name for the label hence, the words in the SCat column are split 

and their first words are chosen as the labels and are saved in a new Column named SCat1 for 

the rest of these experiments. 
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Figure 7: Considering first words of Subcategories as our labels for classification 

 

 

The columns descleaned, Description and SCat are deleted for proper representation of the 

datasets. The rest columns namely Scat1 and desstop are considered to be the chosen 

parameters to train the classifier. 

 

3.2.2 Removal of Stop words   

     

Stop words are natural language useless words (data), are referred to as stop words, such as 

"and", "the", "a", "an", and such similar words. These words are considered as stop words 

because they end up taking space in the database or taking up valuable processing time. These 

words can be removed easily, by storing a list of words and them calling them again as a 

function. NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) in python has a list of stop words stored in 16 

different languages. Stop words are stored in the nltk_data directory.  

User/nltk_data/corpora/stop words is the directory address. 
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Figure 8: Cleaned text and selected Labels  

 

The required parameters of the classifier are desstop and SCat1 respectively. Now, that the 

required specifications have been met the process moves to the next step i.e Tokenization. 

 

3.2.3 Tokenization 

 

Considering a sequence of characters and a defined document unit, tokenization is the task that 

chops the defined document into pieces, called tokens.  A token is an instance of a sequence of 

characters in a document that when grouped together are used as a semantic unit for text 

processing. This process removes characters, such as remaining   punctuations that have not 

been removed in the previous step. This step involves breaking the text into single words called 

as tokens which are often used in the classifier as a collection of words related to the respective 

text to represent the data. Each word is used as a basis that relates it to the text it represents.  

 

 

In this experiment the column desstop is considered to be a column consisting of defined 

document units. We now take the document unit and break it into pieces and consider them as 

tokens. These pieces or tokens are then used to represent their respective document units. 

 

3.2.4 Vectorization 

 

The process of converting the text data into numbers or digits is often referred as embedding 

or Vectorization. There are many different approaches to vectorizing words, and one of the 

simplest approaches is known as a “Bag of Words” approach. We use bag of words approach 

together with Countvectorizer, Tfidfvectorizer and Word Embeddings for feature extraction. 
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3.2.5 Countvectorizer 

 

The Countvectorizer provides a simple way to both tokenize a collection of text documents and 

build a vocabulary of known words, but also to encode new documents using that vocabulary. 

This technique vectorizes the data using the count of words. An encoded vector with a length 

of the entire vocabulary and an integer count for the number of times each word appeared in 

the document is returned as the count value for the data. 

 

3.2.6 Tfidfvectorizer 

 

As Countvectorizer uses Word counts for obtaining output vectors. TF-IDFvectorizer method 

is used to calculate word frequencies and use them as vectors. TF-IDF stands for “Term 

Frequency – Inverse Document” Frequency. Issues like repeated words for example” the” will 

be ignored in this method whereas countvectorizer cannot differentiate these words and their 

large counts which leads to the encoded vectors that will not be very meaningful.  

 

Term Frequency: This returns the frequencies of the words that appears within a document. 

Inverse Document Frequency: This decreases words that appear a lot across documents. 

 

CountVectorizer VS TfidfVectorizer 

 

 
Figure 9: Accuracy Vs Ngram_Range (Naive Bayes)  

 

In the above graph obtained we can deduce that the accuracy obtained when TfidfVectorizer 

was higher than that of the accuracy obtained with CountVectorizer. From the above graph the 

difference between TfidfVectorizer and CountVectorizer has been clearly showed. The 

accuracy of the classifier when TfidfVectorizer has been used is 90.8% while, the accuracy 

when CountVectorizer has been used is slightly low i.e. 89.2%. The accuracy mentioned above 

is obtained when validation dataset which is the result of Testing-Training Splits used. Hence, 

we chose TfidfVectorizer for training the classifier.  

 

As seen in the above graph, the accuracy of CountVectorizer and TfidfVectorizer is 88.40% 

and 90.40% at n-gram range (2,3) respectively which further increases when the n-gram range 

is (2,4) and so on. Both of the accuracies increase as the n-gram range increases up to the n-

gram range(4,4). At this point both of the accuracies are at their peak and as we go on and 

increase the range the accuracy drops. This is due to insufficient amount of related words in 

the text, which is the basis of the n-gram. 
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3.2.7 N-gram  

N-grams are a set of co-occurring words within a given document, these n-grams are 

extensively used in natural language processing and text mining tasks [10]. N-grams are 

classified into following types. 

1) Unigram 

2) Bigram 

3) Trigram 

4) Four grams 

5) Five grams   

  

Unigram, as the name suggests consists of only single n-grams or individual words in a 

sentence [10]. The same goes for every other n-grams when set of two words in a sentence are 

considered it is known as bigram, if it is three it is known as trigram and if there are more than 

set of three words this is usually referred to as four grams or five grams and so on. 

  

Consider the Number of words in a given sentence K, the number of n-grams for sentence K 

would be: 

𝑁𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠𝐾 = 𝑋 − (𝑁 − 1) 

 

Where,  

N=Number of words in a set 

X=Total number of words in a given sentence K 

  

N-grams are usually used for different machine learning tasks. For example, “when developing 

a language model” [10]. The n-grams are used to develop not just unigram models but also 

bigram and trigram models. They can also be used in tasks such as spelling correction, word 

breaking and text summarization using web scale n-gram models which Google and Microsoft 

have developed [10]. 

  

Another use of n-grams is to develop features for supervised Machine Learning models such 

as SVMs, Naive Bayes, etc. The idea is to use tokens such as bigrams or trigrams in the feature 

space instead of just unigrams [10]. 

  

In our experiments we used different variations of n-grams to yield a significant output. 

Although, in-order to yield a significant output not only different n-grams are used but also 

notable changes in the hyper-parameters of these algorithms. 
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4. Methods 

 

4.1 Classification 

 

4.1.1 Naive Bayes    

    

In this paper the focus has been set on Naive Bayes. Naive Bayes is a text classifying algorithm. 

Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier that is based on the application of Bayes' 

theorem, with a naive assumption of the independence between features. These features can be 

different for different applications; in text categorization these features are referred by the term 

(word) weights which are calculated using TfidfVectorizer or another vectorizing scheme. This 

classifier is one of the most commonly studied classifiers in machine learning [18] and is 

frequently used because of its ease and fast implementation  

 

 

[17]. The basic idea of this classifier is to construct a decision rule d that labels a document 

with the class that yields the highest probability. 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛)  =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐 max 𝑃(C =  c|X1  =  x1, . . . , X𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛) 

 

This is known as maximum a posteriori or in short MAP decision rule. However, the posterior 

is usually not known. The trick is to make the rather naive assumption that all features 

X1, . . . , X𝑛 are conditionally independent. 

Where, 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛) = Decision rule of Conditionally Independent Features 

P = Probability   

  

 

 

Bayes' rule state that:  

𝑃(C =  c|X1  =  x1, . . . , X𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛) =
P(C=c) 𝑃(C = c|X1 = x1,...,X𝑛=𝑥𝑛|C=c)

P(X1 = x1,...,X𝑛=𝑥𝑛)
                                                  

 

Applying the naive assumption of the independence between features:  

 

𝑃(X1  =  x1, . . . , X𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛|C =  c) = ∏ P(X𝑖  =  x𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

|𝐶 = 𝑐) 

From this we see that:  

𝑃(C =  c|X1  =  x1, . . . , X𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛) ∝  P(C =  c) ∏ P(X𝑖  =  x𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

|𝐶 = 𝑐) 

  

Using the above we can write the decision rule as: 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛)  =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐 max 𝑃(C =  c) ∏ P(X
𝑖
 =  x𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

|𝐶 = 𝑐) 

Where, 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛) = Decision rule of Conditionally Independent Features 

P = Probability   
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The assumption of independence between features is a strong one. Consider a typical 

document, it seems unlikely that its features occur independent of one another. Not only that, 

but the increase in the number of the features make the model describe noise in the data rather 

than the actual relationship between features (known as overfitting) [15]. However, the 

performance of the Naive Bayes classifiers varies in the literature. In some cases, NB is one of 

the poorest of the classifiers compared [13, 14, 18], but in some studies it is comparable to the 

best-known classification methods [12]. 

There are several variants of the NB classifier, which differ mainly by the assumptions they 

make regarding the distribution of P(X𝑖  =  x𝑖|C =  c). 

 

4.1.2 Multinomial Naive Bayes  

 

A classic approach [19] for text classification is the Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) 

classifier, which models the distribution of words (features) in a document as multinomial i.e. 

the probability of a document given its class is the multinomial distribution [16]. The estimated 

individual probabilities for P(X𝑡  =  x𝑡|C =  c) is generally written as [16, 19,11] 

 

�̂�(X𝑖  =  x𝑖|C =  c) =
𝑁𝑐𝑡  +  α

 𝑁𝑐 +  α|V |
 

 

 

Where,  

|V | = Size of the vocabulary 

𝑁𝑐𝑡 = Number of times feature t appears in class c in the training set 

𝑁𝑐 = Total count of features of class c. 

α = Smoothing constant used to handle the problems of overfitting and the edge case where 

𝑁𝑐𝑡 = 0. Setting 𝛼 = 1 is known as Laplace smoothing [16, 19,11] 

 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛) =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐 max 𝑃(C =  c) ∏ �̂�(X
𝑖
 =  x𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

|𝐶 = 𝑐)

=  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐 max 𝑃(C =  c) ∏
𝑁𝑐𝑡  +  α

𝑁𝑐 +  α|V |

𝑛

𝑖=1

  

In the literature the minimum-error classification rule is more often used [23, 18,11]: 

d(X1, . . . , X𝑛) =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 [log 𝑃(𝐶 = 𝑐) + ∑ 𝑓𝑖�̂�(X
𝑖
 =  x𝑖|C =  c)

𝑛

𝑖=1
]

=   𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 [log 𝑃(𝐶 = 𝑐) + ∑ 𝑓𝑖

𝑁𝑐𝑡  +  α

𝑁𝑐 +  α|V |

𝑛

𝑖=1
] 

 

where  

𝑓𝑖 = frequency of word 𝑥𝑖 

 

Our experiment includes usage of the above Multinomial Naïve Bayes for training and testing 

purpose. With an accuracy of 90.4% for training test split and for dataset2 the accuracy is 

60.0% Naïve Bayes gives an output. 
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4.1.3 Neural Networks 

 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by 

the way of human nervous systems, such as the brain, process information. The key element to 

this paradigm is its novel structure to process the information. This structure is composed of 

many highly interconnected processing elements called as neurons working together to solve 

specific problems. 

 

ANNs, like human understanding, learn with the help of different examples. An ANN is 

configured for a specific application, such as pattern recognition or data classification, through 

a learning process. Learning in human information processing systems involves adjustments to 

the synaptic connections that exist between the neurons. This is true in the sense of ANNs as 

well. 

 

Neural networks have a remarkable ability to derive meanings from complicated or imprecise 

data, that can be used to extract complex patterns and detect trends of them that are hard to 

notice by either humans or other computer techniques. A trained neural network can be treated 

as an “expert” in the category of analysing the information it has been given. This expert can 

then be used to provide predictions given new situations of interest that can answer "what if" 

questions. 

 

Other advantages of ANN are as follows: 

 

1. Adaptive learning: Ability of learning how to do tasks based on the data given for training 

or initial experience. 

 

2. Self-Organization: An ANN is able to create its own organization or representation of the 

information it receives during learning time. 

 

3. Real Time Operation: Different ANN computations may be carried out in parallel, and 

special hardware devices are being designed and manufactured for this purpose to take 

advantage of this capability. 

 

4. Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding: Partial destruction of a network may 

lead to the corresponding decline of performance. However, in a case of major network damage 

some network capabilities may be retained. 

 

4.1.4 Network layers 

 

The common type of artificial neural network consists of three layers, of units: a layer of 

"input" units connected to a layer of "hidden" units, which is connected to a layer of "output" 

units as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 10: Basic Artificial Neural Network (In our case 3 hidden layers)  

 
 

4.2 Results 
 

This chapter presents the result of a set of methods performed using the classifier as described 

in the above chapter. First, we present the classifiers used and their parameters, followed by 

the data. Then we continue to discuss different types of evaluation metrics used for measuring 

the success of the results. The chapter concludes by presenting the results based on the 

evaluation metrics. 

 

4.2.1 Evaluation Metrics 

 

A commonly used evaluation metrics to judge the performance of the classifier is the micro 

averaging 𝐹1 score. It gives an average of all the document pairs and tends to be dominated by 

the classifier's performance on common categories [16, 29,11]. 

 

The 𝐹1 score takes values between 0 and 1, where 0 is the worst possible score and 1 is the best 

possible score. It is calculated using the precision (p) and recall (r) measures, defined as [19]: 

 

𝑝𝑖 =  
𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑇𝑃𝑖 + 𝐹𝑃𝑖
 

 

 

𝑟𝑖 =  
𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑇𝑃𝑖 + 𝐹𝑁𝑖
 

 

Where,  

𝑝𝑖 = Precision of Class i 

𝑟𝑖 = Recall of Class i 

𝑇𝑃𝑖 = Number of documents correctly labelled with class i (known as true positives) 

𝐹𝑃𝑖 = Number of documents incorrectly labelled with class i (known as false positives)  

𝐹𝑁𝑖 = Number of documents that should have been labelled with class i but were not (known 

as false negatives) 

The 𝐹1 measure for class i is then expressed as [16, 19,11]: 
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𝐹𝑖 =  
2𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑖

𝑃𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖
 

 

The global precision and recall values are obtained by summing all the individual decisions 

[16,11]: 

 

𝑝 =  
∑ 𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑀
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑇𝑃𝑖 + 𝐹𝑃𝑖)𝑀
𝑖=1

 

 

 

 

𝑟 =  
∑ 𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑀
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑇𝑃𝑖 + 𝐹𝑁𝑖)
𝑀
𝑖=1

 

 

Where,  

M = Number of categories 

The micro-averaged score using the global precision and recall values is then defined as 

follows [16,11]: 

 

𝐹1(𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 − 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑) =  
2𝑝𝑟

𝑝 + 𝑟
 

 

Where,  

𝐹1=  Micro-Averaged score  

p = Global Precision value 

r = Global Recall value 

The 𝐹1 macro-averaged score using the global precision and recall values is calculated by first 

calculating the individual values for different categories, and then taking the average [16,11]. 

It is given as follows: 

 

𝐹1(𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 − 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑) =  
∑ 𝐹𝑖

𝑀
𝑖=1

𝑀
 

 

 

 

Where, 

M = Number of categories 

  

𝐹1= Macro-Averaged score  

p = Global Precision value 

r = Global Recall value 

Sometimes, the “raw” accuracy results that are obtained through the percentage of correct 

classifications is also considered as a performance measure. This measure is so simple that it 

does not show any additional information other than the result. Whereas, the precision and 

recall measures show information about documents correctly labelled as a class or not.   
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4.2.2 Classifiers 

 

For the evaluation, we are comparing Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) and Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN) by using Term frequency and Inverse document frequency Vectorizer 

schema (TfidfVectorizer). The MNB is configured to uses TfidfVectorizer with a four gram 

and Max_Features that vary from 100-50000 in increasing order. ANN is configured to use a 

four gram and Max_Features 10000. Parameters are configured to convert text into sequence 

of tokens and pad them to ensure equal length vectors of max length 70. For ANN in particular, 

pre-processing has been done using one hot encoder to reshape the labels for fitting purpose.  

 

4.2.3 Testing-Training Model 

 

Table below shows the micro-averaged 𝑭𝟏 score, precision and recall and the total instances of 

validation set. This score is obtained when Multinomial Naïve Bayes is used to classify the 

categories. These 𝑭𝟏 scores are relatively high when compared to the NB studied in previous 

literature.   

 

Category Precision Recall 𝑭𝟏 Score 

Total instances 

in the 

Document 

Drugs (0) 0.85 0.95 0.90 390 

Nudism (1) 0.94 0.84 0.89 389 

Other (2) 0.96 0.93 0.95 230 

Average/Total 0.91 0.90 0.90 1009 
Table 3: Precision and recall 

 

 
Figure 11: Heatmap of Dataset 1 (Displaying only Test split of the Dataset1) 
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The above heatmap displays the total number of correctly classified instances known as True 

Positive and incorrectly classified instances known as False Negatives and False Positives.  

The heatmap shown above is related to Dataset 1 (Test-Train Split).  

 

4.3 Result of unseen dataset 

The table below shows different accuracies i.e. (both Validation and Dataset2 Accuracies 

respectively) obtained using range of Max_Features 100-50000. However, the scores for the 

Bayesian classifiers in these experiments outperform the NB in the studied text classification 

literature[27].  

 

 

Algorithm 

Dataset1 Accuracy Dataset2 Accuracy 

n-gram 

(2,4) 

n-gram 

(4,4) 

n-gram 

(2,4) 

n-gram 

(4,4) 

 

Naive Bayes 

 

90.4% 

 

90.8% 

 

57.3% 

 

68% 

 

Artificial Neural Networks 

 

89.7% 

 

91.2% 

 

62.6% 

 

68% 

Table 4: Results after experiments 

 

 

 

Max_Features Dataset1 Accuracy Dataset2 Accuracy 

100 68,88 % 44,6 % 

1000 86,12 % 55 % 

2000 88,8 % 60 % 

3000 89,49 % 59,3 % 

4000 89,19 % 59,3 % 

5000 89,59 % 57,6 % 

6000 89,79 % 59 % 

7000 90,18 % 59,6 % 

8000 90,88 % 59,3 % 

9000 90,68 % 60 % 

10 000 90,88 % 59,3 % 

20 000 90,08 % 59 % 

30 000 90,08 % 59 % 

40 000 90,08 % 59 % 

50 000 90,08 % 59 % 
Table 5: Accuracies of Dataset1 and Dataset2 
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Figure 12: Accuracy Vs Max_Features (Naive Bayes, N_Gram (4,4))  

 

The above graph displays that the accuracy is at its maximum i.e. (90.8%), when the hyper-

parameter of Naïve Bayes is at 10,000 and the N-gram range used is (4,4) which is also known 

as Four gram. The accuracy 90.8% obtained, is from the Training and Testing Split. Whereas, 

the accuracy 59.3% is obtained when a dataset2 is tested with fitting of trained data. This 

variation occurred is due to noisy and insufficient data in the dataset2. 

 

The table below shows how ANN performs using both bi-gram and four-gram with validation 

dataset and Dataset2. This accuracy is obtained when Max_Features is set at 10000. Artificial 

Neural Networks perform better when compared to Naïve Bayes with an accuracy on 91.2% 

for Validation dataset and 68% accuracy for Dataset2. Epochs is referred to as the number of 

times the classifier was run to obtain a good result.  

    

 

Epochs 
Dataset1 (N-gram 

(2,4)) 

Dataset1 (N-gram 

(4,4)) 

Dataset2 (N-gram 

(2,4)) 

Dataset2 (N-gram 

(4,4)) 

1 88,1 % 88,7 % 49,30 % 62,6 % 

2 88,3 % 88,9 % 54,6 % 54,6 % 

3 89,7 % 89,5 % 57,3 % 58,6 % 

4 83,5 % 87,5 % 52 % 54,6 % 

5 80,5 % 91,2 % 62,6 % 68 % 

Table 6: ANN performance of both bi-gram and four gram 

 

 
Figure 13: accuracies of validation and dataset2 
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Our experiment uses one input layer, three hidden layers, and three output layers of 

ANN respectively. Each hidden layer consists of 50 neurons to process the information. The 

above image consists of two graphs one related to validation and another related to dataset2 we 

used to test the trained classifier respectively. In the above graph we can deduce the differences 

of validation and dataset2, the accuracy of validation is 91.2 % and the dataset2 accuracy is 

68% due to irregularities present in the data considered as dataset2.  

 

Dataset1 consists of collection of samples related over different categories that  are shown in 

table 1 and are used for Training the classifier. These samples in the table have been extracted 

from Dmoztools.org website from the category Recreation. 

 

All the samples in dataset2 have been extracted using the tools described in above Chapters; 

the distribution of these samples over different categories are shown in above table 2 and are 

used for Testing the classifier. The samples in the dataset2 have been collected from google 

search related text websites.  

 

     

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This study concludes by building a classifier that uses text mining to categorize websites 

completely based on drugs and explicit content. From the result, it is concluded that percentage 

in the result increases with the increase in n-gam. We compared both Naïve Bayes and Artificial 

Neural Networks and concluded that Artificial Neural Networks works better with these types 

of datasets i.e. Dataset1 and Dataset2. We also compared both CountVectorizer and 

TfidfVectorizer, and concluded that TfidfVectorizer performs accurately when compared to 

CountVectorizer.  

Additionally, our study needs future work. In our future work we would like to work with the 

bigger data sets since, bigger dataset is used to decrease in % change, whole text in a document 

will be considered for classification but not only description. Our work is based on open 

internet, we want to make our classifier work on the dark net. Major challenges which must be 

accomplished are cryptography and steganography of the text.  
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Naive Bayes 

 

from sklearn import model_selection, preprocessing, linear_model, naive_bayes, metrics, 

svm 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer, 

CountVectorizer,TfidfTransformer 

from sklearn import decomposition, ensemble 

from sklearn.preprocessing import MultiLabelBinarizer 

from sklearn.multiclass import OneVsRestClassifier 

from sklearn.svm import SVC,NuSVC,LinearSVC  

from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB,GaussianNB 

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

from sklearn.model_selection import learning_curve 

from sklearn.model_selection import ShuffleSplit 

import csv 

import pickle 

import pandas as pd 

import string 

import numpy as np 

from sklearn.model_selection import validation_curve 

from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge 

from keras.preprocessing import text, sequence 

from keras import layers, models, optimizers 

import nltk 

from nltk import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from nltk import tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import TreebankWordTokenizer 

import seaborn as sns 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

from sklearn import model_selection 

 

 

def text_process(doc): 

    punctuations = '''!()-[]{};:'"\,0123456789<>+./?@#$%^&*_~''' 

    no_punct = "" 

    for senten in doc: 

        if senten not in punctuations: 

            no_punct = ((no_punct + senten).lower()) 

    return  (no_punct) 

# load the dataset 

df1= pd.read_csv('labeled.csv', sep=';', encoding='utf8') 
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X= df1['desstop'] 

y= df1['label_SCat'] 

df2 = pd.read_csv('Newdataset.csv',encoding='utf8',sep=';') 

X_samp= df2['desstop'] 

y_samp= df2['label_SCat'] 

max_features=[100,1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,8000,9000,10000,20000,30000,40

000,50000] 

 

 

X1_train, X1_test, y1_train, y1_test = train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.5, random_state=1) 

for maxfeatur in max_features: 

    pipeline = Pipeline([('vect',TfidfVectorizer(max_features=maxfeatur, ngram_range=(4,4), 

analyzer='word',  

                                             tokenizer=text_process)), 

                      ('tfidf',TfidfTransformer()), 

                      ('clf',MultinomialNB())]) 

 

 

    pipeline.fit(X1_train,y1_train) 

 

    newres = pipeline.score(X1_test, y1_test) 

    print("Accuracy of {} features is : {}".format(maxfeatur, newres)) 

     

     

#Serialize both the pipeline and binarizer to disk. 

pickle.dump(pipeline, open('my_test_model1.pkl', 'wb')) 

 

 

#Loading new model 

loaded_model = pickle.load(open('my_test_model1.pkl', 'rb')) 

result = loaded_model.score(X1_test, y1_test) 

print("Accuracy:", result) 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

Artificial Neural Networks 

 

from sklearn import model_selection, preprocessing, linear_model, naive_bayes, metrics, 

svm 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer, CountVectorizer 

from sklearn import decomposition, ensemble 

import csv 

import pandas as pd 

import pandas, numpy, string 

from keras.preprocessing import text, sequence 

from keras import layers, models, optimizers 

import nltk 

from nltk import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from nltk import tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import TreebankWordTokenizer 

import seaborn as sns 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline 

 

 

def text_process(doc): 

    punctuations = '''!()-[]{};:'"\,0123456789<>+./?@#$%^&*_~''' 

    no_punct = "" 

    for senten in doc: 

        if senten not in punctuations: 

            no_punct = ((no_punct + senten).lower()) 

    return  (no_punct) 

# load the dataset 

df1= pd.read_csv('Newdataset.csv', sep=';', encoding='utf8') 

X= df1['desstop'] 

y= df1['label_SCat'] 

# create a dataframe using texts and lables 

trainDF = pandas.DataFrame() 

trainDF['X1'] = X 

trainDF['y1'] = y 

#print(tokens) 

#print(i) 

 

labels = trainDF["y1"].values 

print( labels ) 

onehot_encoder  = preprocessing.OneHotEncoder( sparse=False ) 

onehot_encoded  = onehot_encoder.fit_transform( labels.reshape(-1, 1) ) 

print( onehot_encoded ) 

 

# split the dataset into training and validation datasets 

#X1_train, X1_test, y1_train, y1_test = train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.5, random_state=1) 
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train_x, valid_x, train_y, valid_y = model_selection.train_test_split(trainDF['X1'], 

onehot_encoded)  

 

# create a count vectorizer object  

count_vect = CountVectorizer(analyzer='word', tokenizer=text_process) 

count_vect.fit(trainDF['X1']) 

 

# transform the training and validation data using count vectorizer object 

xtrain_count =  count_vect.transform(train_x) 

xvalid_count =  count_vect.transform(valid_x) 

# word level tf-idf 

tfidf_vect = TfidfVectorizer(analyzer='word', tokenizer=text_process, max_features=10000) 

tfidf_vect.fit(trainDF['X1']) 

xtrain_tfidf =  tfidf_vect.transform(train_x) 

xvalid_tfidf =  tfidf_vect.transform(valid_x) 

 

# ngram level tf-idf 

 

tfidf_vect_ngram = TfidfVectorizer(tokenizer=text_process, analyzer='word', 

ngram_range=(4,4),  

                                                    max_features=10000, use_idf= 'True') 

tfidf_vect_ngram.fit(trainDF['X1'])     

xtrain_tfidf_ngram =  tfidf_vect_ngram.transform(train_x) 

xvalid_tfidf_ngram =  tfidf_vect_ngram.transform(valid_x) 

#print (xtrain_tfidf_ngram) 

#print (xvalid_tfidf_ngram) 

 

# characters level tf-idf 

tfidf_vect_ngram_chars = TfidfVectorizer(analyzer='char', tokenizer=text_process, 

ngram_range=(2,4), max_features=10000) 

tfidf_vect_ngram_chars.fit(trainDF['X1']) 

xtrain_tfidf_ngram_chars =  tfidf_vect_ngram_chars.transform(train_x)  

xvalid_tfidf_ngram_chars =  tfidf_vect_ngram_chars.transform(valid_x)  

 

# create a tokenizer  

token = text.Tokenizer() 

token.fit_on_texts(trainDF['X1']) 

word_index = token.word_index 

 

# convert text to sequence of tokens and pad them to ensure equal length vectors  

train_seq_x = sequence.pad_sequences(token.texts_to_sequences(train_x), maxlen=70) 

valid_seq_x = sequence.pad_sequences(token.texts_to_sequences(valid_x), maxlen=70) 

 

 

def train_model(classifier, feature_vector_train, label, feature_vector_valid): 

    # fit the training dataset on the classifier 

    classifier.fit(feature_vector_train, label) 

     

    # predict the labels on validation dataset 

    predictions = classifier.predict(feature_vector_valid) 
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    predictions = predictions.argmax(axis=-1) # convert to "labels" again (0, 1 or 2) 

    valid_yy = valid_y.argmax(axis=-1) # convert to "labels" again (0, 1 or 2) 

    return metrics.accuracy_score(predictions, valid_yy) 

 

def create_model_architecture(input_size): 

    # create input layer 

    input_layer = layers.Input((input_size, ), sparse=True) 

     

    # create hidden layer 

    hidden_layer1 = layers.Dense(50, activation="relu")(input_layer) 

    hidden_layer2 = layers.Dense(50, activation="relu")(hidden_layer1) 

    hidden_layer3 = layers.Dense(50, activation="relu")(hidden_layer2) 

    # create output layer 

    output_layer = layers.Dense(3, activation="sigmoid")(hidden_layer3) 

     

    classifier = models.Model(inputs = input_layer, outputs = output_layer) 

    classifier.compile(optimizer=optimizers.Adam(), loss='binary_crossentropy') 

    return classifier 

 

classifier = create_model_architecture(xtrain_tfidf_ngram.shape[1]) 

accuracy = train_model(classifier, xtrain_tfidf_ngram, train_y, xvalid_tfidf_ngram) 

print ("NN, Ngram Level TF IDF Vectors",  accuracy) 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

Classification 

 

#Drug&Gun Nudism and Other Classifier 

 

import os 

import re 

import csv 

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

import nltk 

from nltk import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize, sent_tokenize 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from nltk import tokenize 

from nltk.tokenize import TreebankWordTokenizer 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer 

from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline 

from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB 

from sklearn.svm import SVC,NuSVC,LinearSVC   

from sklearn import metrics 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfTransformer, CountVectorizer 

from sklearn import linear_model 

from sklearn import manifold 

from sklearn.manifold import SpectralEmbedding 

from sklearn.neural_network import MLPClassifier 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans, AgglomerativeClustering 

from sklearn.metrics import average_precision_score 

import sqlite3 as lt 

import seaborn as sns 

import string 

get_ipython().magic(u'matplotlib inline') 

from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV 

 

#Text Preprocessing 

def text_process(doc): 

    punctuations = '''!()-[]{};:'"\,0123456789<>+./?@#$%^&*_~''' 

    no_punct = "" 

    for senten in doc: 

        if senten not in punctuations: 

            no_punct = ((no_punct + senten).lower()) 

    return  (no_punct) 

#Removing Whitespaces 

def remove_manyspaces(doc): 

    return re.sub(r'\s+', ' ', doc) 

#Cleaning Text 
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def clean_text(doc): 

    text = text_process(doc) 

    text = remove_manyspaces(doc) 

    return doc.lower() 

#Stopwords 

def rmv_stopwords(doc): 

    stop_words = set(stopwords.words('english')) 

    word_tokens = word_tokenize(doc) 

    not_stop = " " 

    for w in word_tokens:  

        if not w in stop_words: 

            not_stop = ((not_stop + " " + w).lower()) 

    return(not_stop) 

 

#Reading main Dataframe 

df1= pd.read_csv('recout.csv', sep=';', encoding='utf8') 

df1 

#Dropping unwanted rows 

df1.drop(['Sites','URL','Title','MCat','CCat'], axis=1,inplace=True) 

 

df1 

 

#Text processing 

df1_cleaned = df1['Description'].apply(text_process) 

df1['descleaned']= df1_cleaned 

df1 

 

#Stopwords 

df1_cleaned = df1['descleaned'].apply(rmv_stopwords) 

df1['desstop']= df1_cleaned 

df1 

 

df1.dtypes 

 

#Splitting values of Scat to new coloumn SCat1 

df1['SCat1'] = [x.split()[0] for x in df1['SCat']] 

 

df1 

 

df1.drop(['Description','SCat','descleaned'], axis=1, inplace=True) 

 

df1 

 

df1[(df1.SCat1 == 'Drugs') | (df1.SCat1 == 'Guns')] 

 

df1.loc[(df1.SCat1 == 'Drugs') | (df1.SCat1 == 'Guns'), 'SCat1'] = 'DrugandGun' 

 

df_dandg = df1[df1.SCat1=='DrugandGun'] 

 

df_dandg 
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df1[(df1.SCat1 == 'DrugandGun') | (df1.SCat1 == 'Nudism')] 

 

#Renaming Other 

df1.loc[(df1.SCat1 != 'Nudism') & (df1.SCat1 != 'DrugandGun'), 'SCat1'] = 'Other' 

 

#Other 

df_other = df1[df1.SCat1=='Other'] 

 

df_other 

 

df_other.to_csv('Other.csv') 

 

#Reading a new CSV 

df_other = pd.read_csv('Other.csv', sep=';',encoding='utf8') 

 

df_other 

#Drugs and Guns 

df_dandg = df1[(df1.SCat1 == 'DrugandGun')] 

df_dandg 

 

df_dandg.to_csv('Drug&Gun.csv') 

#Reading a new CSV 

df_dandg = pd.read_csv('Drug&Gun.csv', sep=';',encoding='utf8') 

 

df_dandg 

#Nudism 

df_Nudism = df1[(df1.SCat1 == 'Nudism')] 

 

df_Nudism 

 

df_Nudism.to_csv('Nudism.csv') 

 

#Reading nudism csv 

df_Nudism = pd.read_csv('Nudism.csv', sep=';',encoding='utf8') 

 

df_Nudism 

 

df_other['SCat1'].describe() 

 

df_Nudism['SCat1'].describe() 

 

df_dandg['SCat1'].describe() 

 

df_test = [df_other,df_dandg,df_Nudism] 

#Concatination different dataframes 

df_full = pd.concat(df_test) 

df_full 

 

df_full['SCat1'].describe() 
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#Mapping labels 

df_full['label_SCat'] = df_full.SCat1.map({'Other': 0, 'DrugandGun': 1, 'Nudism': 2 }) 

 

 

#Creating Variables for original training data 

X= df_full['desstop'] 

y= df_full['label_SCat'] 

 

X1_train, X1_test, y1_train, y1_test = train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.5, random_state=1) 

 

pipeline = Pipeline([('vect',TfidfVectorizer(max_features=10000,ngram_range=(4,4), 

analyzer='word', 

                                             tokenizer=text_process,use_idf= 'True')), 

                     ('tfidf',TfidfTransformer()), 

                     ('clf',MultinomialNB())]) 

 

pipeline.fit(X1_train, y1_train) 

 

print (pipeline.score(X1_test, y1_test)) 

 

pred = pipeline.predict(X1_test) 

 

print (metrics.classification_report(y1_test, pred)) 

 

label_SCat = ['Other','DrugandGuns', 'Nudism'] 

 

cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y1_test, pred) 

 

plt.figure(figsize=(5, 5)) 

sns.heatmap(cm, annot=True, cmap="Blues", fmt="d", xticklabels=label_SCat, 

yticklabels=label_SCat); 

plt.title('Confusion Matrix of the labels') 

 

 

 

 

 

#Reading Dataset 

df3= pd.read_csv('testlabel.csv', sep=';', encoding='utf8') 

 

df3 

 

# text processing 

 

df3_cleaned = df3['desstop'].apply(text_process) 

 

df3['desstop'] = df3_cleaned 

 

df3 

#Stopwords 
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df3_cleaned = df3['desstop'].apply(rmv_stopwords)  

 

df3['desstop'] = df3_cleaned 

 

df3 

 

#Creating Variables 

 

X_samp= df3['desstop'] 

y_samp= df3['label_SCat'] 

 

#Splitting them into training and test 

X_samp_train, X_samp_test, y_samp_train, y_samp_test = 

train_test_split(X_samp,y_samp,test_size=1, random_state=1) 

 

pipeline = Pipeline([('vect',TfidfVectorizer(max_features=10000,ngram_range=(4,4), 

analyzer='word',  

                                             tokenizer=text_process,use_idf= 'True')), 

                      ('tfidf',TfidfTransformer()), 

                      ('clf',MultinomialNB())]) 

 

pipeline.fit(X1_train, y1_train) 

 

#Calculating Score 

print (pipeline.score(X_samp_test, y_samp_test)) 

 

pred2 = pipeline.predict(X_samp_test) 

#Classification Report 

print (metrics.classification_report(y_samp_test, pred2)) 

 

label_SCat = ['Other','DrugandGuns', 'Nudism'] 

 

cm2 = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_samp_test, pred2) 

#Confusion Matrix 

plt.figure(figsize=(5, 5)) 

sns.heatmap(cm2, annot=True, cmap="Blues", fmt="d", xticklabels=label_SCat, 

yticklabels=label_SCat); 

plt.title('Confusion Matrix of the labels') 
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